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Abstract
Originally published in Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of Books, 1974, Vol 19(10), 739–740. Reviews the book, Human Aging II: An Eleven-Year Followup Biomedical and Behavioral Study edited by Samuel Granick and Robert D. Patterson (1971). The present report summarizes the second follow-up, conducted in 1967 and 1968 at the Philadelphia Geriatric Center. Of the 47 men, aged 65 and older in 1955 and 1956, 29 were living in 1961 and 23 in 1967–68. In spite of the sampling limitation for generalization, the editors summarize the follow-up study in terms of “areas potentially most likely to make substantial contributions to the quality of life in old age and to longevity.” (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2006 APA, all rights reserved)
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(only) time will tell definition: 1. used to say that the truth or a result will only be known in the future after events have.... Learn more.
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Solo: DmAmG. C /BAm(Only time will tell) one thing is sure, that time will tell. (Only time will tell) if you were wrong, / GF /EDmC/E-D/F#-E/G#- The brightest ring around the moon, will darken when I die. Solo: (AmFC/EDmF) x2. AmFGEmF /GNow, sure as the sun will cross the sky, this lie is over. AmFGEmFCbAbGLost, like the tears that used to tide, me over. CAmYou're leaving now, it's in your eyes, there's no disguising it / . GF /EDmC/E-D/F#-E/G#-CIt really comes as no surprise, to find that you planned it all along / . BAml see it now, becomes so clear, your insincerity / . GF /ED